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We are firm believers that first impressions count!  

From the moment we establish new contacts with clients 
and throughout the working relationship, we work 
tirelessly to exceed customers expectations by delivering 
impeccable service every time.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS MATTER
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Specialising in ground maintenance and landscaping our 
services include all aspects of work to provide our clients 
with a one to one comprehensive tailor made service.  

We are able to offer an agreed annual maintenance 
program with either, weekly, fortnightly, monthly, bi 
monthly or quarterly visits to suit your needs. 

Our maintenance programmes ensure all year round first 
class presentation of grounds and premises and our 
broad based client list includes Domestic Properties, 
Housing developers, Parish and County Councils, 
Construction companies, Estate agents, Nursing homes, 
Charitable organisations, Landscape architects, 
Industrial Estates, Manor Houses, Residential 
Developments and Commercial business premises. 

We at Graduate Gardeners have gained a reputation for 
our high levels of Customer Satisfaction and Quality 
management whilst respecting the environment and 
protecting its workforce and the public by adhering to an 
extremely high Health and Safety standard of which is 
updated yearly by our Health and Safety consultant.

ABOUT
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Our highly skilled horticultural workforce are here to 
provide you with exactly the landscaping and ground 
maintenance services that you could require. Our work 
includes: 

• Bedding Schemes – The maintenance and Installation of 

• Formal and Amenity area Grass Cutting 

• Garden Clearance 

• Garden Maintenance 

• Hedge Cutting 

• Lawn Treatments - including four seasonal visits, aeration & 
scarification 

• Litter Picking 

• Planting – Specimen Trees and Shrubs 

• Seasonal Basket and Planter Displays 

• Snow Clearing and Gritting 

• Stump Grinding 

• Suppliers of Aggregate, Bark mulch, Decorative stone and Topsoil 

• Suppliers of Fine Quality Lawn Turf sourced directly from the fields 

• Suppliers of High Quality Plants sourced direct from the grower 

• Tree surgery (NPTC Qualified Operatives) • Turfing 

• Weeding/Herbicide Application (NPTC Qualified Operatives)

OUR SERVICES
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Do the grounds of your home or 
business premises need some 
attention? Graduate Gardeners Ltd 
provide a customised service to both 
private and Commercial clients to 
provide a high quality service to 
enhance your grounds to become more 
inviting. 

We are able to help with a design 
service to suit your outdoor 
surroundings according to your wishes, 
requirements and budget. 

We supply the most stunning, 
hardwearing and resilient high quality 
turf that is grown locally. We also supply 
screened top-soil, soil improver, seed, 
aggregates, border barks and 
decorative stones, to compliment any 
size of space whether formal, informal or 
even a statement piece. 

We work closely with a plant nursery 
that produces more than 20.000 
specimen shrubs, climbers and 
perennials every year (350 varieties). 
Spaced out on drip irrigated nursery 
beds to create high quality, even, hardy 
plants. Most plants are grown in 5, 7.5, 
10 and 20 litre containers and when 

ready for sale they can transform any 
new or existing garden in an instant. 
These plants are collected on the day of 
your installation to ensure good health is 
maintained.  

Large or small we go that extra mile to 
guarantee you a space to be proud of 
and provide a relaxing area to enjoy and 
impress both visitors, clients and staff. 

Here at Graduate Gardeners we 
understand the importance of Image 
and how this can improve a business’s 
prospects. It is no doubt that first 
impressions count, that is why we 
understand that your grounds matter, as 
your business matters to us.

Looking good throughout the year
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Has your lawn or grounds lost its appeal? Are they 
overrun by moss and persistent weeds? Have you ever 
thought of giving the grass their ingredients to achieve 
that beautiful lawn? 

Maybe it’s time to consider that Graduate Gardeners 
touch. Graduate Gardeners offers a professional lawn 
treatment service providing the highest quality, affordable 
lawn care services to gardens and grounds across 
Gloucestershire and the surrounding Counties.  

At Graduate Gardeners we specialise in all aspects of 
lawn care for your private grounds, to create lush, green, 
healthy lawns which will make an impression to both 
clients and visitors alike. We offer four seasonal visits per 
year, spring, summer and autumn fertiliser and weed 
control with the last of the four treatments being the 
winter moss dressing [sulphate of iron] and turf hardener. 
Ensuring your lawns have the correct balance of 
nutrients they require all year round. 

We pride ourselves in making sure that your lawns have 
the opportunity to maximise it to its full potential, whilst 
maintaining a high standard. Here at Graduate 
Gardeners we believe there is a great deal of satisfaction 
and enjoyment to be had from looking out onto a well-
kept lawn free of weeds and moss, but achieving the 
dream can be tricky and time consuming.

LAWN CARE
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Graduate Gardeners use top-quality 
products with ‘no scorch’ technology - 
no need to water in - combined with 
slow time-release granules that give a 
steady supply of nitrogen so as not to 
produce surge growth, providing a long-
lasting, greening to your lawn. Our 
treatments are safe to children, pets, 
wildlife and plants and our service often 
works out cheaper than doing it 
yourself! 

In addition to our annual treatment 
programme we also provide specialist 
scarification, aeration and over seeding 
services to ensure your lawns remain 
strong and healthy all year round. These 
are only offered if our team of 
groundsman feel it beneficial to the 
lawn, and are carried out at the correct 
times of year only. 

We are completely independent and 
operate on a “pay as you go basis.” We 
are able to source the best products for 
you and your lawns. We follow all the 
recommended guidelines on turf 
nutrition set out by the Royal 
Horticultural Society to ensure the grass 
can reach its full potential. 

So why choose Graduate Gardeners to 
provide lawn care to your property or 
business? Our customers trust us to 
offer them advice and guidance on all 
aspects of lawn care. With a wealth of 
experience, knowledge, city and guilds 
NPTC trained, our uniform staff takes 
pride in assisting you in a professional 
manner, to ensure we achieve maximum 
results for you and your property.

Looking good throughout the year
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Bored of worrying about the state of your grounds? We 
can offer a comprehensive tailor- made service either 
weekly, fortnightly, monthly, bi monthly or quarterly to suit 
your needs and budget. 

We just love transforming grounds and gardens and can 
provide a programme to ensure an all year round first 
class presentation of grounds and premises. As a 
company we are focused on professionalism throughout. 
We aim to give complete client satisfaction with an 
efficient and courteous service, whilst offering excellent 
value for money. 

Our work includes the maintenance of any soft 
landscaping space, to improve your outdoor 
environment whether it’s your country estate, office 
grounds, Industrial estates, supermarket or the 
maintenance of new and existing property 
developments. Graduate Gardeners are dedicated to 
maintaining any site ensuring grounds or gardens are 
kept to a very high standard. Staff on site are 
professional at all times and eager to ensure minimal 
noise disturbance. 

So why choose Graduate Gardeners to maintain your 
grounds? We are conscientious and understand that 
professional environments need to be kept clean. Our 
uniform staff are trained perfectionists and attention to 
detail is consistent throughout our work.

MAINTENANCE



masters of landscape 
gardening 
Calfway Lane Bisley Gloucestershire 

hello@graduategardeners.co.uk   .   01452 770273 

www.graduategardeners.co.uk 

Graduate Gardeners Ltd 

mailto:hello@graduategardeners.co.uk
http://www.graduategardeners.co.uk
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